Abstract. We show that the maximal cp-rank of n×n completely positive matrices is attained at a positive-definite matrix on the boundary of the cone of n×n completely positive matrices, thus answering a long standing question. We also show that the maximal cp-rank of 5 × 5 matrices equals six, which proves the famous Drew-JohnsonLoewy conjecture (1994) for matrices of this order. In addition we present a simple scheme for generating completely positive matrices of high cp-rank and investigate the structure of a minimal cp factorization.
1. Introduction. In this article we consider completely positive matrices M and their cp-rank. An n × n matrix M is said to be completely positive if there exists a nonnegative (not necessarily square) matrix V such that M = V V . Typically, a completely positive matrix M may have many such factorizations, and the cp-rank of M , cpr M , is the minimum number of columns in such a nonnegative factor V (for completeness, we define cpr M = 0 if M is a square zero matrix and cpr M = ∞ if M is not completely positive). Completely positive matrices play an increasingly important role as they form a cone dual to the cone of copositive matrices. An n × n matrix A is said to be copositive if x Ax ≥ 0 for every nonnegative vector x ∈ R n + . Both cones are central in the rapidly evolving field of copositive optimization which links discrete and continuous optimization, and has numerous real-world applications. For recent surveys and structured bibliographies, we refer to [8, 9, 10, 17] , and for a fundamental text book to [6] .
Determining the maximum possible cp-rank of n×n completely positive matrices, p n := max {cpr M : M is a completely positive n × n matrix} ,
is still an open problem for large n (up to now, for n ≥ 5); but see below. It is known [6, Theorem 3.3 ] that p n = n if n ≤ 4.
(1.1)
Further, for M of order n ≤ 4 it is known that M is completely positive if and only if M has no negative entries and M is positive-semidefinite (psd) whereas this equivalence does no longer hold for n ≥ 5. For n ∈ {2, 3}, there exist simple proofs of (1.1), cf. [7] ; already for n = 4, the argument is quite involved [6] . For n ≥ 5, it is known that n 2 4 ≤ p n ≤ n + 1 2 2) but whether the lower bound is in fact equal to p n for large n is still unknown. This is the famous Drew-Johnson-Loewy (DJL) conjecture [16] . Some evidence in support of the DJL conjecture is found in [16, 15, 5, 22] , see also [6, Section 3.3] , but in spite of all the work on the cp-rank problem, the DJL conjecture included, it is still not fully resolved even in the frequently studied case of n = 5. One of the main results in this paper is a proof that the DJL conjecture does hold for n = 5. The proof uses the other main result of the paper: The maximum cp-rank of n × n matrices, p n , is attained on the boundary of the completely positive cone. This result was not known before. It is significant for the study of the cp-rank since most of the known results on the cp-rank deal with matrices on the boundary of the completely positive cone, which are easier to handle than general completely positive matrices. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we quote some preliminary results, sometimes with a new proof or construction. In particular we mention some known graph theoretical results that will be used later in the paper, and properties of the cprank. When discussing the latter we highlight the similarities and differences between the properties of the cp-rank and those of the rank. We prove that p n is attained in the interior of the completely positive cone -a fact apparently known for long in the community, though we found no formal reference. The main results can be found in Sections 3 and 4: In Section 3 we study minimal cp factorizations and prove that p n is attained on the boundary of the completely positive cone. In Section 4 we present the second main result -a proof of the DJL conjecture for n = 5. In the process we prove that certain matrices on the boundary of the completely positive cone have cp-rank equal to the rank. Characterizing completely positive matrices with this property is another question of interest.
Some notation and terminology: let e i be the ith column vector of the n × n identity matrix I n . By J n we denote the n × n matrix of all ones. The Kronecker product of an m × n matrix A = [a i,j ] and a p × q matrix B is given by the mp × nq matrix A ⊗ B with
The nonnegative orthant is denoted by R n + . For a vector x ∈ R n + , the index set
is the support of x. By ∆ we denote the unit simplex, ∆ = {x ∈ R n + :
The symbol conv A denotes the convex hull of a set A ⊆ R n while cone A = R + conv A denotes the convex cone generated by A. By K
• we denote the relative interior of a convex set K. For a convex cone K, ext K denotes the set of all elements in K who generate extreme rays of K. By S n we denote the space of real symmetric n × n matrices, and by S n + the cone of psd matrices, S n + = {X ∈ S n : X 0}. The scalar product of two matrices U, V of same order is U, V :
Therefore, by a slight abuse of terminology, we refer to this sum as a "factorization".
By C n * we denote the cone of completely positive matrices,
Both, C n * and its dual, the cone of copositive matrices
are pointed closed convex cones with nonempty interior. The copositive cone C n and, in particular, its extremal rays, are important as any matrix on the boundary ∂C n * of C n * is orthogonal to an extremal ray of C n . However, characterization of the extremal rays of C n for n > 5 is itself a major open problem in the study of C n . The extremal rays of C 5 were explicitly characterized by Hildebrand [20] only recently, and this work will prove essential for our result on the DJL conjecture.
Preliminary results.
Several basic results linking the cp-rank of a matrix to an associated graph will be presented. These results also relate to the DJL conjecture and will be used in the sequel. Finally, this section will list some results contrasting properties of the rank and of the cp-rank of a matrix.
2.1. Graph theoretic results. As usual when dealing with nonnegative matrices, the zero-nonzero pattern of the matrix plays an important role. It is described by a graph: For a symmetric A ∈ R n×n + , the graph G A of A is a simple undirected graph on vertices V (G A ) = {1, . . . , n}, with the set of edges E(G A ) consisting of all {i, j}, i = j, such that a ij = a ji = 0. Many results on complete positivity and the cp-rank were studied in terms of the graph of the matrix. One such fundamental result is:
Theorem 2.1. [6, Theorem 2.11] Let G be a graph on n vertices. The graph G has the property that every nonnegative matrix A ∈ S n + such that G A = G is completely positive if and only if G contains no odd cycle of length greater than 4.
Another fundamental result is the following: Theorem 2.2. [16] , [6, Remark 3.3] If A ∈ C n * and G A is triangle free, and none of its connected components are acyclic, then cpr
There is also a graph theoretic characterization of matrices which have cp-rank equal to the rank: Theorem 2.3. [26] , [6, Theorem 3.18 ] Let G be a graph on n vertices. Every A ∈ C n * such that G A = G has cpr A = rank A if and only if each connected component of G is either acyclic, or unicyclic with the unique cycle being odd.
By a classical result in graph theory, due to Mantel [23] , a triangle free graph on n vertices has at most edges, and the only triangle free graph with this number of edges is the complete bipartite graph on n vertices, whose sets of independent vertices are as balanced as possible. Thus the DJL conjecture holds for matrices with triangle free graphs. This was one of the results that motivated the conjecture. There are several ways to construct specific matrices with a complete bipartite graph. Here is one efficient construction: 
which has no negative entries. Then the matrix M = V V ∈ C n * is completely positive, and has cp-rank km.
Proof. For k > 1 and m > 1, cpr M = km follows from Theorem 2.2. For k = 1 or m = 1, note that rank M = n−1 (see next remark), km = n−1, and by Theorem 2.3, cpr M = rank M . This case matches [6, Exercise 3.7] .
The cases k = m and k = m + 1 in Proposition 2.1 yield a matrix M ∈ C n * with cp-rank of 
Remark 2.1. The matrix M generated in Proposition 2.1 is equal to
This is not the general form of a completely positive matrix whose graph is the complete bipartite graph K k,m (for example, the off-diagonal block on the first m rows and last k columns is of rank 1), but it is a quick way to construct matrices of high cp-rank. The matrix M generated this way is singular, containing the vector a C
in its null space. We have rank M = n − 1, the minimal possible rank for a completely positive matrix with a bipartite graph on n vertices (see, e.g., [6, Proposition 2.8]). However, by Theorem 2.2, adding to it a positive-definite diagonal n × n matrix will yield a positive-definite matrix with the same graph and same cp-rank, if min(k, m) > 1.
2.2.
Cp-rank and rank. We mention some elementary properties of the cprank, and compare them to properties of the rank.
Every M ∈ C n * is also psd, and from the definition of the cp-rank, it readily follows that
There is also an upper bound on the cp-rank in terms of the rank, which proves the rightmost inequality in (1. The cp-rank behavior on direct sums of matrices is similar to that of the rank, see also [6, p.145] . For the readers' convenience, we provide a short proof.
Proposition 2.2. If M and N are completely positive, then
Proof. Let m and n be the orders of the matrices M and N , respectively, and denote by X the (m + n) × (m + n) matrix on the left-hand side of the above equation. Further, put r := cpr M and s := cpr N , so that there exist m × r and n × s matrices V and W , respectively, with no negative entries, such that V V = M and W W = N .
is an (m + n) × (r + s) matrix with no negative entries such that HH = X, which shows t := cpr X ≤ cpr M +cpr N = r+s. On the other hand, consider a factorization
where g j ∈ R t + for all j. Now, due to the definition of the direct sum, we get {g 1 , . . . , g m } ⊥ {g m+1 , . . . , g m+n }, so the two index sets
supp g j and σ N := m+n j=m+1 supp g j are disjoint subsets of {1, . . . , t}. So, without loss of generality we have
Next, we address further similarities between the rank and the cp-rank. The first is easy to see, well known and useful:
Remark 2.3. If M ∈ C n * , and A is either a permutation matrix or a positivedefinite diagonal matrix, then rank (AM A ) = rank M and cpr (AM A ) = cpr M . Remark 2.4. A rank revealing decomposition of a positive-semidefinite matrix is not unique, and typically neither is the minimal cp factorization. Both these assertions are illustrated by the example 4 2 2 2 = 2 0 1 1
where W ≈ 1.90 0.63 0.63 1.26 .
The matrix parameter cpr M is subadditive and positively homogeneous of degree zero: cpr (M 1 +M 2 ) ≤ cpr M 1 +cpr M 2 and cpr (αM ) = cpr M if α > 0. The rank is also subadditive and positively homogeneous of degree zero. However, the similarities do not go too far: for any two positive-semidefinite matrices M 1 and M 2 of the same order we have
which by positive-homogeneity means quasiconcavity of the rank on S n + . By contrast, the cp-rank is not quasiconcave on C n * : Proposition 2.3. For two completely positive matrices M 1 and M 2 of the same order, it may happen that
Proof. Let k ∈ N be given and definẽ
Then we know from the preceding arguments that cprM 1 = k 2 and cprM 2 = 2 since
both have cp-rank exactly k 2 + 2, whereas
has cp-rank at most 2k + 1. In fact, we have 2k ≤ rankM ≤ cprM ≤ 2k where the latter inequality follows from the nonnegative symmetric square root factorization
and hence cprM = 2k. But now it is immediate to verify that for
We now consider the integer sequence (p n ) of maximum cp-ranks. By Proposition 2.2 this sequence is superadditive: p m+n ≥ p m + p n (just let M and N in the proposition satisfy cpr M = p m and cpr N = p n ).
The following proposition is quite well known, but we have found no formal reference for it (but see [6, Exercise 3.5]).
Proposition 2.4. For given n > 1 and 0 ≤ p ≤ p n the set
Proof. For p = 0 the set consists of the zero matrix, and the claim is trivially true. If p ≥ 1, let M k = V k V k be a sequence of matrices with cp-rank at most p, converging to M , i.e., V k ∈ R n×p all being nonnegative. Then, the sequence of all V k is bounded, and thus, it contains a convergent subsequence. Without loss of generality,
Corollary 2.5. For given n > 1 and 1 ≤ p ≤ p n the set {X ∈ C n * : cpr X ≥ p} is open in C n * . In particular, the set of matrices with maximum cp-rank
is open in C n * . Thus there is a matrix M ∈ [C n * ]
• with cpr M = p n .
Remark 2.5. In Subsection 3.2 we will prove that there exists a matrix M ∈ ∂C n * such that cpr M = p n . Thus the set {X ∈ C n * : cpr X = p n } is not open in S n . Note that for p ≥ 0 the set X ∈ S n + : rank X ≤ p is also closed, by a similar argument to the proof of Proposition 2.4, and thus the set X ∈ S n + : rank X ≥ p is open for p ≥ 1. However, the maximum rank of a matrix in S n + is never attained at the boundary ∂S n + , since boundary matrices of S n + are necessarily rank deficient. Thus, the set of matrices in S n + of maximum rank is also open in S n . This is another difference between rank and cp-rank.
3. Minimal cp factorizations. In Section 3.1 we prove some results on the structure of a minimal cp factorization, and then use these results to prove our first main result in Section 3.2: The maximum cp-rank p n is attained on the boundary of C n * . Proof
Theorem 3.2 is closely related to the following, more general, result which involves more than three vectors where linear independence is replaced with "positive independence" as used, e.g., in the Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualification in nonlinear optimization [19] . While there is an argument deriving the general case below from Theorem 3.2, we give a more direct proof; cf. also [25, Theorem 1.4], [7] , and [27, Corollary 1]: . The n × (p − 1) matrix C has no negative entries, contradicting the assumption.
Remark 3.1. The preceding argument cannot work if x has some negative entries, even if just one coordinate of x is negative. In fact, the simple example with p = 4 in R 4 ,
shows that x p−1 = −1 is possible in a minimal cp factorization. (The cp-rank of
.) This example also shows that a matrix of maximum cp-rank does not necessarily have maximum rank.
Matrices on ∂C
n * and the cp-rank. An important consequence of Theorem 3.3 is Theorem 3.4 below, one of our two main results, showing that the maximum cp-rank is always attained at the boundary ∂C n * . The proof of Theorem 3.4 is based on the Perron-Frobenius Theorem [4, Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.1.4, Corollary 2.1.12] which we recall in the following form: if A is a square nonnegative matrix, then its spectral radius ρ is one of its eigenvalues, and there exists a nonnegative eigenvector x to the eigenvalue ρ. Such an eigenvector x is called a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of A. Moreover, any positive eigenvector of a nonnegative A corresponds to the eigenvalue ρ. If all entries of A are strictly positive, then ρ is a simple eigenvalue, strictly greater than the absolute value of any other eigenvalue, and the (up to positive multiples unique) Perron-Frobenius eigenvector is positive.
Theorem 3.4. For n > 1, the maximal cp-rank of completely positive n × n matrices p n is attained at a positive-definite matrix on the boundary ∂C n * . Proof. By Corollary 2.5, the maximum cp-rank of matrices in C n * is attained at a matrix M in the interior of C n * , i.e., cpr M = p n . In particular, such M is positive-definite and has all entries strictly positive [12, 18] . By the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, M has an eigenvector x ∈ [R n + ]
• with x x = 1 corresponding to its dominant eigenvalue ρ. Let λ > 0 satisfyM := M − λxx ∈ ∂C n * . We complete {x} to an orthogonal basis of eigenvectors of M ; by construction, each of these eigenvectors is also an eigenvector ofM , and corresponds to the same eigenvalue by the orthogonality to x, whereasM x = (ρ − λ)x. This implies that x must also be a Perron-Frobenius vector ofM (note thatM ∈ C n * has no negative entry but may be reducible). Thus, ρ − λ is the dominant eigenvalue ofM , i.e., ρ − λ ≥ µ > 0 for all other (common) eigenvalues µ of M andM . (For n = 1 there are no other eigenvalues, and this argument does not apply.) HenceM is positive-definite. Now suppose cprM ≤ p n − 1. ThenM = V V for some n × r matrix V with no negative entries and r ≤ p n − 1.
is a cp factorization of M with r+1 ≤ p n vectors, so it is minimal. Butx =
, sox is positively dependent on the columns of V , in contradiction to Theorem 3.3. Hence cprM ≥ p n , which shows the assertion.
We note that if Theorem 3.4 did not hold true, then the DJL conjecture would necessarily be wrong as well, since by Remark 2.1 the leftmost inequality in (1.2) is attained at the boundary of C n * . Conversely, given Theorem 3.4, it suffices to establish upper bounds for the cp-rank of matrices on the boundary of C n * in order to bound p n . Remark 3.2. All matrices M ∈ ∂C n * have associated matrices A ∈ C n such that
implies that the v 1 , . . . , v p are p global minimizers on R n + of the quadratic form x Ax. We have
The KKT-conditions for each v ∈ V A imply that there exists an index set σ = supp v and a complementary index set σ c = {1, . . . , n} \ σ such that
Moreover, by the second-order optimality conditions, A σ,σ 0 where A σ,σ is the matrix obtained from A by deleting rows and columns in σ c . The latter observation has its origins in [11] and was also made in [20 4. The DJL conjecture for C 5 * . In this section we prove our second main result: we show that the DJL conjecture holds for n = 5. This conjecture asserts that p 5 = 6. By Proposition 2.1 we know that there exists a matrix in C 5 * with cp-rank equal to 6; it thus remains to show that p 5 ≤ 6. To compute p 5 it suffices to consider matrices on the boundary ∂C 5 * (see Theorem 3.4) . In the process we show that on some parts of the boundary, matrices have cp-rank equal to the rank (which cannot exceed five). This way we describe on which parts of the boundary p 5 is attained.
Every matrix in ∂C 5 * is orthogonal to an extreme ray of the cone C 5 generated by a matrix E. As explained, e.g., in [20] (originating in Baumert's work [2, 3] and further developed in [14] ) such an extreme copositive matrix E must be of one of the following types:
(i) positive-semidefinite: E = xx , where x ∈ R 5 has both positive and negative entries; (ii) nonnegative: E = γ[e i e j + e j e i ], for some 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 5 and γ > 0; (iii) in the orbit of H: E =H :=DP HP D, where
is the so-called Horn matrix, D a positive-definite diagonal matrix and P a permutation matrix; (iv) a Hildebrand matrix: E is an extreme copositive matrix, which is not of the previous three types (these matrices were explicitly described by Hildebrand in [20] , see description in the proof of Theorem 4.2). Theorem 3.4 ensures that for the computation of p 5 we need consider only positivedefinite matrices (on ∂C 5 * ). Since a completely positive matrix M orthogonal to xx satisfies M x = o, we may ignore the parts of the boundary consisting of matrices orthogonal to type (i) matrices. For matrices orthogonal to a type (ii) matrix, we employ the crucial result by Loewy and Tam [22] that cpr M ≤ 6 if M ∈ C 5 * has at least one zero entry. Note that there exist M of this type with cpr M = 6 (cf. Remark 2.1). So we need to consider only matrices orthogonal to matrices of type (iii) and (iv). Throughout, we use the fact that if a completely positive matrix M is orthogonal to a copositive matrix E, and
We start with matrices orthogonal toH, a matrix in the orbit of the Horn matrix H, i.e., of type (iii). At first, considerH = H. To describe V H , we will employ the notation i ⊕ j for addition of two integer indices modulo 5, such that i ⊕ j ∈ {1, . . . , 5} for all i, j, if v ∈ cone {e 1 + e 2 , e 2 + e 3 }. Similarly for the cyclic shifts σ ⊕ m = {k ⊕ m : k ∈ σ} of σ. That is, we have that
cone {e i + e i⊕1 , e i⊕1 + e i⊕2 } (4.1) (see [13, Method 7.3] ). A similar result holds for completely positive matrices orthogonal to matrices of type (iv), the Hildebrand matrices: Theorem 4.2. Let M ∈ C 5 * be orthogonal to a Hildebrand matrix. Then cpr M = rank M .
Proof. From [20] we know that any copositive matrix of type (iv) is in the orbit of some matrix of the following 5-parameter family 
With some assistance of the computer algebra system Maple TM [24] we obtain det S(ψ) = 4 cos
which is positive for ψ ∈ Φ. So S(ψ)'s columns, and hence those of V , are linearly independent. Therefore we have rank M = rank V = p = cpr M , which completes the proof. Now we can use these two results to prove the DJL conjecture. Theorem 4.3. The DJL conjecture holds for n = 5:
Proof. As mentioned at the beginning of this section, there exist matrices in C 5 * which have cp-rank equal to 6. It remains to show that p 5 ≤ 6, and for that, as discussed above, it suffices to consider matrices M orthogonal to an extreme copositive matrix which is either in the Horn orbit or a Hildebrand matrix. By Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, in both these cases cpr M = rank M ≤ 5.
It is worth mentioning that if M is orthogonal to a Hildebrand matrix, then cpr M ≤ 5 could also be deduced directly from the fact that in a factorization 
We obtain the following equations
For 1 ≤ i ≤ 5 we now define functions The maximum cp-rank 6 of 5 × 5 completely positive matrices is attained at the boundary of C 5 * . Matrices on ∂C 5 * with cp-rank 6 must either be positive-definite with some zero entries, or of rank 4 (of the latter, some are positive and some have some zero entries).
Proof. By Theorem 4.1 and the proof of Theorem 4.3, if M ∈ ∂C 5 * is orthogonal to an indefinite extreme matrix of C 5 with some negative entries, then cpr M ≤ 5. Thus any nonsingular boundary matrix at which the maximum cp-rank is attained has at least one zero entry; cf. Theorem 3.4. The maximum cp-rank is also attained at some singular matrices with zero entries, e.g., at the irreducible matrix X = Conclusion. Several basic properties of the cp-rank of a matrix have been derived; in particular, the lack of quasiconcavity of the cp-rank and a positive independence property of a minimum cp-factorization. It was established that there always exists a matrix of maximum possible cp-rank in C n * that lies on the boundary of C n * . This result allowed us to use the known characterizations of the extreme rays of the copositive cone in five dimensions to identify the maximum possible cp-rank in C 5 * and to prove that the DJL conjecture is true for n = 5.
The DJL conjecture in general remains open for now, even for n = 6. On one hand, the characterization of all extreme rays of C 6 is not yet known, and on the other hand, it is unclear whether the proof of the present paper based on the extreme rays can be extended to the case n = 6.
As noted in Remark 2.4, the minimum cp factorization is far from unique. This remark leads to another open question, namely characterizing operations that replace one minimal cp factorization by another. Such a characterization may help identifying the cardinality of a minimum cp factorization.
